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INTRODUCTION

Porang (Amorphophallus muelleri B) is the new agricultural commodities export prima donna (Lontoh et al, 2019) Farmers who are members of P4S Karya Tani, South Sumatra, are deeply invested in porang cultivation and management. South Sumatra's P4S Karya Tani must be provided with such an alternative and strategy for constructing a porang supply chain that's also shorter and distinctive from the existing porang supply chain. Porang (Amorphophallus muelleri B) is now being intensely grown in South Sumatra at the Karya Tani Rural Farming Training Center (P4S) in Tanjung Batu, Ogan Ilir. Farmers who are members of P4S Karya Tani significantly contribute in the development and improvement of porang cultivation using seeds created by P4S Karya Tani using in tissue culture. This method works well with stem tubers, stem tubers, and leaf tubers or...
bulbil (Wang et al., 2017) The popularity and substantial economic value of the porang plant in Indonesia for industrial export cannot be separated from the development of porang cultivation (Yoshida et al., 2020; Lontoh et al., 2019). Porang exports are in high demand due to its high glucomannan content, which is widely employed in the food industry (Zhang et al., 2014), health (Behera & Ray, 2016), and industrial (Dai et al., 2020; Kashima et al., 2016).

In addition to want a systematic alternative planning, porang farming in P4S Karya Tani must be followed by the construction of effective supply chain management. Porang market demand is quite strong, in line with the growth of porang exports, which is increasing every year. However, domestic cultivation and raw materials did not condemn the increase in porang exports, as the supply of porang was only fulfilled by farmers and small traders. Because of the lack of meticulous planning, delivering supplies from small farmers might be problematic. Small farmers’ behaviors, which are based on their income, savings, debt levels, requirements, and spending preferences, often result in sales, supply issues, and injury to farmers in the supply chain management system (Nee, 2008; Sharma et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2016; Berty & Mulligan, 2016).

Supply chain management in agriculture, according to Bidarti et al. (2019), would include the supply process of suppliers to the company or supplier network, processing in the company or integrated enterprise, distribution and export or distributive network, and distribution and export or distributive network. Because porang farmers are the primary producers, the supply method of suppliers to companies is critical in supply chain management. At this point, supply chain management must cut off as many suppliers as possible, allowing farmers to interact directly with the company all through the bargaining process (Perdana et al., 2020; Handayani et al., 2015; Patil & Kale, 2016). Farmers, as well as producers, can deal directly with customers and agro-industry firms in this process, maximizing sales volume and ensuring that the market is on target (Amarala et al., 2020; Pradani et al., 2021). Based on the foregoing, study into alternatives to the establishment of the porang supply chain itself from P4S Karya Tani porang farmers is required, particularly in the target market. The purpose of this study, first is design of the porang supply chain formation. Second, getting the development of the porang supply chain at P4S Karya Tani which sided with farmers.

**METHOD**

The porang supply chain structure technique was used a qualitative descriptive method similar to Kumar & Kushwaha (2018). The study was place in Tanjung Batu, Ogan Ilir Regency, South Sumatra Province, at the Karya Tani Rural Agricultural Training Center (P4S). Because a large-scale porang cultivation is now being created in South Sumatra Province, where the majority of the members are rubber farmers, P4S Karya Tani is utilized as an example to produce a porang supply chain.

This research was part of an effort to help increase regional potential in South Sumatra by increasing the effectiveness and sustainability of the porang supply chain, which is being actively cultivated by P4S Karya Tani farmers and includes porang agro-industry, porang farmers, local government, private sector partners, and academics. In-depth interviews with resource persons, observation, and focus group discussions (FGD) were used to collect data from Tanjung Batu porang farmers, P4S Karya Tani administrators, the local government of Ogan Ilir Regency and South Sumatra Province, banks, and private parties who were sampled in this study. The questions in this interview are open-ended to provide for more versatility and to allowing for the exploration of new themes or concerns that develop during the interview process.

This study, both descriptively and exploratorily, employs supply chain management theory as a philosophical method in producing supply chain management in building value that is focused on consumer demand. The very first study was conducted in P4S Karya Tani, South Sumatra, as many as 60 member farmers to determine the current situation of porang cultivation and the market chain. The evaluation's findings are also used to shape the construction of the P4S Karya Tani in South Sumatra porang supply chain mapping. The supply chain is being developed in multiple ways, the first of which is identifying the potential need for porang in South Sumatra from both the demand and supply sides. Second, consider the difficulties of completing the P4S Karya Tani South Sumatra porang supply chain in terms of optimizing market demand through porang supply chain management planning. This step also looks at the problems of porang cultivation and supply chain structure at P4S Karya Tani in South Sumatra, such as identifying problems with the P4S Karya Tani supply chain in South Sumatra based on the distribution and profit sharing levels of actors in the porang supply chain system at P4S Karya Tani in South Sumatra with 10 small traders, 3 wholesalers, and 2 exporters as respondents.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Map and Design of the Porang Supply Chain in P4S Karya Tani’s

Based on existing theory. There’s many several important considerations to take when mapping the porang supply chain in South Sumatra. First, porang supplies are expected to be scarce in 2020 due to a number of interconnected factors. Santoso (2015) observed the growth of porang exports to Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, and the United Kingdom, which reached in 1991-1997 and then declined from 1998 to 2010. Furthermore, according to Santoso, porang exports have declined due to a lack of domestic cultivation and processed raw materials, rather than a drop in overseas market demand. Porang supplies are in low supply as a result of this situation, particularly in South Sumatra, where porang cultivation at P4S Karya Tani is taking place.

To begin with, there is a tendency to for supply curve to shift to the left. This is due to the cultivation of porang in South Sumatra, as opposed to East Java, Central Java, West Java, and Lampung, where porang is grown like mushrooms during the wet season. porang plant agriculture in South Sumatra is uneven, with centers only in Musi Banyuasin Regency, Banyuasin Regency and Ogan Ilir Regency. Porang cultivation, on the other hand, is nearly non-existent in 14 other cities and regencies in South Sumatra. As a result, there is a scarcity of land for porang farming, which must compete with other industrial plant grounds (Yanuriati, et al., 2017; Yanuriati & Basir, 2020).

Second, there is a proclivity for the supply curve to shift to the right. Porang production in South Sumatra should be in the form of flour or porang chips, however porang nurseries in South Sumatra are primarily in the form of tubers, including stem tubers and frog tubers, due to price control and to generate double demand. This means that farmers that produce porang in order to satisfy their expected seed needs tend to store the crop instead of distributing it to top customers, such as porang agro-industry companies in the supply chain.

Based on this, the porang supply chain mapping in South Sumatra generally covers the basic pattern:
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Third, porang production costs tend to increase as a result of porang farmers’ lack of creativity, as they prefer to acquire seeds directly. Farmers, for example, do not know how to generate seeds using in vitro growing tissue. Fourth, even on the island of Sumatra, the porang market for porang agro-industry companies in South Sumatra is still lacking. PT Ambiko, PT Asia Prima Konjac, CV Agro Alam Raya, PT Algindo, CV Jia Li in East Java, Star Konjac Nusantara, CV Porang Center Indo, CV Sanindo Putra in West Java, and PT Jagat Raya Indonesia in Jakarta are among the largest porang-exporting agro-industry companies in the world (Yanuriati et al., 2017; Dermoredjo et al., 2021). PT. Mitra Porang Nusantara (MPN) in Pekanbaru, Riau, and PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP) in South Lampung are the only two agro-industrial companies in Sumatra that export porang. Both of them have only been in operation since 2021.

Farmers as porang producers, small collectors situated in the district capital, and large collectors headquartered in the province capital are the three entities in the porang supply chain in South Sumatra, according to Figure 1 above and in-depth interviews conducted for this study. Farmers as porang producers, particularly in the Musi Banyuasin and Banyuasin areas, and as porang raw material suppliers. Porang
harvests are marketed in stages in flow 1, with some going to small collectors, major collectors, and even direct customers of porang agro-industry enterprises in Java. Porang producers frequently sell porang straight in the shape of bulbs or frog bulbs in the sales process described above, without separating them first.

Small collectors in the district capital, especially in Ogan Ilir Regency in Tanjung Raja, Musi Banyuaasin Regency in Sekayu or Sungai Lilin, and Banyuasin Regency in Pangkalalei Balai or Betung and Sumbawa, are usually individual suppliers, and there are also groups such as porang farmer groups whose activities include selling porang to large collectors in addition to aiding in government programs. The raw materials for porang are usually sorted by small collectors, who separate the good quality items from the damaged ones before selling them to the big collectors. The price of separated porang raw materials varies according to the size and physical shape of the porang.

Large collectors based in Palembang are suppliers who buy porang raw materials from both porang farmers and small collectors in Palembang. All porang raw materials are re-sorted at big collectors to distinguish porang raw materials of acceptable grade from porang raw materials that are not possible. Good-quality raw materials are processed, both in the form of porang chips and porang flour, to ensure that the moisture level of porang and porang glucomannan satisfies the quality standards demanded by porang agro-industrial exporters in Java.

Porang raw features are processed by consumers of porang-exporting agro-industry enterprises not only from major collectors in Palembang, but also through several supply chain entities, as shown in Figure 1: First, flow 1 of the porang supply chain is the flow with the shortest trajectory, in which farmers directly sell porang cultivation goods to consumers, as well as porang agro-industry enterprises in Java. Farmers are usually able to offer porang raw materials in significant quantities and have a cooperative partnership with an agro-industry enterprise that exports porang on the island of Java through a contract system. However, the supply chain flow of porang 1 is very low, barely 3%, according to questionnaires and interviews.

The porang 1 supply chain’s flow in South Sumatra, particularly at P4S Karya Tani, needs to be improved. This rise, however, must be accompanied by attempts to build a pattern of cooperation and supply chain shortening by reducing the number of parties in the porang supply chain, crop rotation to engage directly with porang agro-industry companies’ consumers. In addition, forming consumers closer to farmers must be followed by cooperation and efforts to cut porang supply chain actors. PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP) in South Lampung is the porang-exporting agro-industry enterprise nearest to P4S Karya Tani. The contract agreement between porang farmers at P4S Karya Tani and PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP), a porang-exporting agro-industry enterprise, is more than just a commitment to provide agricultural products. However, as Ncube (2020) and Kangogo et al. (2020) point out, there must be an affirmation of progress and sustainability, especially the company’s guidance to farmers to always improve the quality of their porang products. Consequently, eliminating the actors in the porang supply chain reduces the flow of the porang supply chain. Good supply chain management, according to Altman (2015) and Zhang et al. (2021), must be able to cut out as many actors as possible, product quality and farmers to sell their products directly to final consumers at high prices.

Second, the flow of 2 maps of the porang supply chain, namely porang farmers as producers to large collectors in the provincial capital and then to consumers, porang agro-industry exporters on Java. As according Wahyuni et al. (2020), the utilization of porang in the form of porang chips requires the use of washing tools and porang tubers to remove calcium oxalate compounds present in porang, enabling for more special adviser of porang glucomannan. According to Pasaribu et al. (2020), to produce glucomannan flour, the water content must be around 12 and 35 percent, the fineness must be very fine, the color must be shiny white, the sulfite residue must be less than 0.6, and the glucomannan content must be greater than 80 percent. Farmers still receive insufficient information on the quality of processing and processing technologies for porang, thus farmers sell more porang in the form of tubers than chips or flour. Porang farmers that create P4S Karya Tani should be acquainted with porang processing technologies in order to sell at a better price and sell directly to end users, such as agro-industry enterprises that export porang. According to the questionnaire and interview flow 2, this porang's supply chain is still modest, at roughly 16 percent.

Third, compared to other trajectories, the flow of the porang supply chain in South Sumatra is the longest, starting with farmers producing porang and passing thru all the small collectors in the district capital, large collectors in the provincial capital, and at last final consumers, agro-industry companies that export porang in Java. However, the flow of these 3 porang supply chains is long, with 81 percent of them are being finished. As a result, this path must be reduced so that porang farmers do not share too much of their sales with other actors in the porang supply chain, where farmers receive little to no maximum sales. Lin and Wu (2011) propose that in an effective supply chain trajectory, intermediaries for short flows being eliminated, enabling porang farmers to sell raw materials directly to customers at relatively high rates. In order for porang farmers at
P4S Karya Tani to sell directly to consumers, technology that minimizes the risk of damage to porang tubers in storage as well as high-quality porang processing technology must be accessible.

**Porang Supply Chain Management Development Strategy at P4S Karya Tani, South Sumatra**

Porang cultivation and business should therefore be developed in view of potential market opportunities in South Sumatra. There are several more obstacles to the development of the porang supply chain in South Sumatra, including at P4S Karya Tani, as per the supply chain map at the top of this research. The significant effect of intermediaries who enter as actors in the porang supply chain is the main obstacle faced in the structure of the porang supply chain in South Sumatra. Farmers as porang producers must be able to market directly to opportunity to realize, agro-industry enterprises that export porang, by reducing the flow structure of the porang supply chain.

In order to shorten a long supply chain flow, all actors must be involved. The involvement of the local government, both the district government of Ogan Ilir and the provincial government of Sumatra, is essential since higher education institutions, such as Sriwijaya University, which is a major educational institution and the nearest to P4S Karya Tani, must collaborate. The local government is responsible with persuading investors, the private sector, and especially the banking sector, to participate in supplying capital to porang farmers so that they can cultivate more porang in response to customer needs. Higher education institutions, such as Sriwijaya University, are credited with finding porang organization increase their institutions by teaching them how to grow and process porang crops.

A most essential step in improving the creation of the porang supply chain at P4S Karya Tani in South Sumatra is to improve farmer institutions so that at the initial stage, the supplier network starts at the product ordering stage, initial product processing, transportation of porang products, and warehouses for porang storage. The best solution is to find the closest porang-exporting agro-industry enterprises to P4S Karya Tani. Porang's main consumers in South Sumatra have so far been agro-industry enterprises that distribute porang to Java. The many agro-industry enterprises that export porang in Java, such as PT Ambiko, PT Asia Prima Konjac, Star Konjac Nusantara, CV Porang Center Indo, PT Jagat Raya, and others, all are adding to this predicament. In truth, in South Lampung, there is a porang exporting agro-industry enterprise called PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP). If the local government should engage porang farmers in P4S Karya Tani in South Sumatra with PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP), the contract farming system will benefit porang farmers in P4S Karya Tani. According to Kumar & Kushwaha (2018), developing a supplier model will automatically cut supply chains that are too long, benefiting porang farmers. Direct farmers as porang producers at the local level who can directly relate to porang factory exporters will automatically cut supply chains that are too long.

Moreover, the porang supply chain's contract farming system can reduce the risk of porang cultivation at the farmer level. Contract farming will reduce the risk of porang farmers being not able to sell goods, as well as restrict high sales of porang tubers for P4S Karya Tani farmers. The inclusion of contract farming in the porang supply chain at P4S Karya Tani will help assure the security of porang raw material supply to the exporting industry, resulting in more reliable porang raw material procurement. PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP) and P4S Karya Tani farmers in South Sumatra can develop a centralized contract farming model in order for this contract farming to be mutually beneficial between the two interests of the processing industry and porang exporters. PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP), which functions as the buyer of porang raw materials and determines the quality standards of porang products to farmers, conducts contract farming centered on industry and exports. However, PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP) must have a responsibility to P4S Karya Tani farmers in terms of transforming brand product quality standards.

At times such as these, the Sriwijaya University educational institution can take the services of P4S Karya Tani porang farmers to share their knowledge and talents in processing raw materials to meet the demands of PT Paidi Indo Porang (PIP). As a result of these observations, several things are needed to ensure the effective and efficient flow of the short porang supply chain, as follows. To begin, a community or porang farmer group must be established in P4S Karya Tani. Because the P4S is a non-governmental organization that is managed in groups for agricultural training and education programs, establishing this farmer group is not uncomplicated.

Similarly, the Agricultural Human Resources Extension and Development Agency (BPPSDMP) of the Ministry of Agriculture in Jakarta supports P4S Karya Tani. (Amalia. 2020) Second, in P4S Karya Tani, South Sumatra, there are investors in the porang processing industry who can provide increased added value in porang cultivation and business. These investors are good, including investment aid from local government subsidies, agricultural loans from the Bank of South Sumatra, and programs specifically for porang plants sponsored by Bank Indonesia Representatives in Palembang.
Hamzah et al. (2020) conducted a competitiveness study to increase exports by studying one of Indonesia's commodities. According to this study, the Trade Specialization Index (ISP) value for Indonesian coffee commodities ranges from 0 to 1, indicating that Indonesian coffee is already competitive and tends to be an exporting country. Because the Acceleration Ratio (AR) for Indonesian coffee commodities has been positive (more than one). As a result, the value of the Acceleration Ratio, which is always positive, indicates that Indonesia is capable of seizing the international coffee commodity market. From 2008 to 2017, the value of Indonesia's Revealed Comparative Advantages (RCA) was always positive (more than one). A positive RCA value indicates that Indonesian coffee commodities have a comparative advantage over the global average, or that Indonesian coffee commodities are highly competitive in the international market.

However, according to this study, Indonesia's Trade Specialization Index value is between 0 and 1, indicating that the commodity's competitiveness is still at the export stage if Hiratsuka's product cycle theory is correct. As a consequence, in order to progress, at least two things must be accomplished: To begin, Indonesian coffee commodities must produce on a large scale and begin increasing exports while remaining in the domestic market. Second, the supply of coffee commodities exceeds demand.

P4S Karya Tani should conduct similar investigations into porang supply chain design and planning, particularly in terms of competitiveness. To attract competitiveness in P4S Karya Tani, a large-scale porang product production strategy must be pursued in order to achieve a supply level greater than the demand for porang among P4S Karya Tani porang farmers and agro-industrial companies. According to Relawati et al. (2019), Malang apple agribusiness actors such as farmers, packaging traders, wholesalers, and retailers are already highly integrated. Because the marketing chain is already quite short, this integration is necessary. Only three marketing actors, namely packers, wholesalers, and retailers, bridge the gap between farmers and consumers. In fact, there is no wholesaler's role in determining the price, because the packing trader from Malang Raya determines the selling price to retailers in the consignment system.

Furthermore, in an integrated market, the role of packaging traders is quite dominant. However, it is also stated in this study that, despite being well integrated, it still necessitates three strategy formulations. The three strategies are as follows: increasing Malang apple production and sales; increasing Malang apple promotion; and segmenting the Malang apple market. This study is significant because it is one of the points in the design and planning of the porang supply chain at P4S Karya Tani South Sumatra, particularly in terms of promotion and branding, both through print and electronic media available today. The study of Amarala et al. (2020) found a gap in the use of online social media to reach wider publications, both through the district government website and market places that already exist online.

Maysaroh et al. (2018) conducted a study of a similar supply chain with cassava commodity, and this study found that, while the supply chain management model is standard and good, it consists of farmers, collectors, market traders, and agro-industry parties as chain actors, each of which carries out different activities depending on the inputs they have and the output they produce. Furthermore, the channel is deemed efficient in this study because it has a lower marketing margin value, a higher farmer's share, and a higher profit-to-cost ratio than other channels. However, supply chain development must continue, with the cassava supply chain development mechanism operating in two modes. The first is the supply chain target, with a domestic target market and a development target in the form of technology improvement. Second, the advancement of chain and network management, including efforts to improve coordination and collaboration, as well as the acquisition of formal contractual agreements.

However, further development of this supply chain in its corridor must include cooperation based on verbal contracts between members, a cash transaction system, and government support in the form of capital, equipment, and human resource development training. This research will also help in the design and planning of the porang supply chain at P4S Karya Tani in South Sumatra. The continuous involvement of all parties, including the government, private sector, and universities, is required to maintain the cooperative transaction system between farmers and porang agroindustry, particularly in terms of capital, training, and resource development of porang farmers at P4S Karya Tani.

Furthermore, by involving all parties, this development has many economic and social benefits. Economically, the presence of porang cultivation in P4S with careful design and planning in the supply chain will encourage increasing sustainable porang production (sustainability), which is quite promising, in addition to having abundant land and human resources in porang farming in Ogan Ilir Regency so that profits can be made in improving the welfare of farmers, particularly porang farmers, through the supply chain. Second, from a social standpoint, the existence of porang cultivation with such design and planning will be usually lauded in Ogan Ilir Regency in particular and South Sumatra Province in general. A good porang supply chain
management agricultural program will serve as a model for other commodities in other districts in South Sumatra and Indonesia.

Furthermore, for the Independent Agricultural and Rural Training Center (P4S) Karya Tani, Ogan Ilir Regency, the porang farming program with a sustainable supply chain in Ogan Ilir Regency, it is hoped that this collaborative effort will expand more broadly to various regions of South Sumatra and Indonesia, raising the name of the Ogan Ilir Regency Government in the national arena. Porang cultivation has a lot of potential, and there are a lot of market needs that can't be met completely, so it can be widely marketed to other areas of the Ogan Ilir Regency with a very large area coverage. Furthermore, the Independent Agricultural and Rural Training Center (P4S) Karya Tani, Ogan Ilir Regency can benefit by gaining experience in serving porang consumers as a downstream porang for export. It can then be used to indirectly increase the production of porang agricultural products while also increasing the income and welfare of farmers in Ogan Ilir Regency and South Sumatra Province.

The efficiency of transportation costs and the efficiency of processing costs related to the processing of porang tubers that can be done at P4S Karya Tani are both important considerations in the design and planning of the porang supply chain at P4S Karya Tani. The study of Baroh et al. (2021) found that focusing on transportation costs reduced the efficiency of porang prices to the agro-industry of exporting companies. The first step in determining the price efficiency of transportation costs is to calculate the total purchase price of porang as well as transportation costs to the location of the exporter's agro-industry company. Essentially, and theoretically, in supply chain management, the transportation marketing function is typically carried out by marketing agencies, i.e. middlemen.

Of course, in accordance with the study of Iqbal et al. (2020), by cutting channels to middlemen and large collectors. As a result, because middlemen and other collectors are being eliminated in the design and planning of this supply chain, consumers, namely the porang exporting agro-industry companies, bear transportation costs. The efficient measurement of transportation costs can be seen if the average cost incurred is still less than the price difference. Meanwhile, for price efficiency based on processing costs, the sum of the purchase price of the coffee and the processing costs that must be less than the selling price of porang is price efficiency based on processing costs (Santoso, 2015; Iqbal et al., 2020)

Furthermore, the difference between the selling price and the purchase price of porang, which must be greater than the processing cost, can be analyzed. Loading and unloading, sorting, drying, separating porang tubers, roasting, and packaging costs can be charged to P4S Karya Tani farmers. Based on this, raising according to Yanuriati et al. (2020) the price at the agro-industry level of porang exporters in Lampung.

CONCLUSION

According to the findings of the study, the porang supply chain in South Sumatra has a relatively long flow. Porang farmers selling directly to final consumers, as well as agro-industry enterprises exporting porang in Java, account for only 3% of the total. Meanwhile, flow 2 in the porang supply chain in South Sumatra is still low, at around 16 percent, with farmers as porang producers selling to wholesalers in the province capital. Flow 3 of the porang supply chain in South Sumatra, with a tiered structure of porang farmers selling to small traders in the district capital, then wholesalers, and finally consumers. Agro-industry enterprises that export porang in Java account for around 81 percent of the total. This requirement is to design the structure of the porang supply chain in P4S Karya Tani, South Sumatra, by removing small and large traders as intermediaries. P4S Karya Tani porang farmers would be able to sell porang raw materials directly to consumers and porang-exporting agro-industry enterprises.

Furthermore, all elements, including district governments, provincial governments, Sriwijaya University, and private and banking institutions, such as Bank Sumselbabel and Bank Indonesia Representative in Palembang, must be involved in developing the porang supply chain structure at P4S Karya Tani while minimizing problems in the supply chain structure. The role of the local government in linking and transforming the sales-to-consumer paradigm, which has previously been dominated by agro-industry enterprises exporting porang in Java, is essential. Additionally, a pattern like this in the porang supply chain in South Sumatra can not only improve the existing porang supply chain structure, but also increase and popularize porang crop cultivation and processing in all other cities and regencies, ensuring that the motto of South Sumatra as a national food barn is properly realized.
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